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Landlords May Be Forced to Make Changes To Their Buildings in Compliance with FHA-ADA 

Guidelines 

Recent Settlement May Cost Landlords Millions.  

By Mike Oliva, CPCU, ARM 

Was your building constructed after March 31, 1991? If the building you own has more than four 

tenancy units and was built after 1991, the property should have been constructed according to the 

accessibility guidelines of the Fair Housing Act.  

The Wall Street Journal, in an article dated October 22, 2010, reported that The Avalon on Chrystie 

Place, located on the lower east side of Manhattan, recently settled with the U.S. Attorney’s Office for 

$2.2 million to cover discrimination claims made by persons with disabilities.  In addition, there was a 

civil penalty of $90,000 and a $72,000 fund to replace refrigerators with ones that are more 

wheelchair accessible. The settlement leaves multi-dwelling landlords very nervous since compliance 

with the FHA can cost millions of dollars. 

Avalon Bay Communities and ten other developers are charged by the U.S. Attorney’s Office in a 

2008 lawsuit for failing to abide by the 1991 FHA Guidelines. The 1991 guidelines require design and 

construction accessibility provisions for new multifamily dwellings developed for first occupancy on or 

after March 1991 in connection with prohibiting discrimination against the disabled.  

Advocates for the handicapped say all rental apartments should be wheelchair-accessible even if 

people without disabilities live there. Otherwise, they warn, landlords will be reluctant to rent to the 

disabled because it would require costly upgrades. 

Landlords across the country are facing heavy costs in order to retrofit their buildings to come into 

compliance with the Act.  Federal enforcement of the disability provision in the Fair Housing Act 

(FHA) can potentially cost landlords an average of $2,500 per unit or more. The owners should be 

particularly vigilant about this area as there have been several cases of “ADA trolls” showing up at 

buildings and filing complaints for non-compliance. The presence of ADA regulators, coupled with 

enforcement of the FHA by the Federal Court, could make the situation even more prevalent and 

costly.  

 

http://www.als-uic.com/resources.htm


The cost intensive nature of having to retrograde a building to make it accessible for the disabled 

financially handicaps smaller landlords. Not only is the cost of retrofitting buildings to comply with the 

1991 FHA amendments expensive but it is extremely time and resource intensive. 

A thorough Risk Management Assessment (RMA) can highlight both first and third party exposures 

such as these. Understanding what the company’s true financial exposures are from risks such as 

these can often be identified in a RMA coupled with a Total Cost of Risk (TCoR) study. Coverage for 

Third Party Discrimination, Demolition and Increased Cost of Construction and Fines and Penalties 

coverage are extensions of insurance a Landlord can mitigate some of the risks from these areas.  

 

Michael Oliva, CPCU, ARM is a Senior Associate at The ALS Group.  For more information, call 

732.395.4253 or e-mail Mike at moliva@als-uic.com The ALS Group is located in Edison, N.J and is 

among the largest independent risk management advisory firms in the USA, offering services to 

business & industry both nationally and internationally.   

 
 

About The ALS Group 

The ALS Group is an independent insurance and risk management advisory firm located in Edison, N.J. The company was 
founded in 1993 and established an alliance with UIC. The ALS Group serves as advocates for its clients, and since it does 
not broker or sell insurance or accept engagements from insurance carriers or brokers, its perspective is 
uncompromised. 

The ALS Group is one of the largest independent risk management advisory firms in the United States, offering services 
to business & industry both nationally and internationally. For more information, visit www.als-uic.com, e‐mail info@als-
uic.com, or call (732)395-4250. 
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